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in this act of violence, her acceptance of the failure may
bring her something really good, namely, the knowledge that
the security she was so desperately seeking in the other is
really to be found within herself. In this way she finds
herself, and she begins to discover in her simpler nature all
those complexities which the ' container' had vainly been
seeking in her.
If the ' container' does not collapse in the face of what
we are wont to call * unfaithfulness', but believes instead
in the inner justification of his longing for unity, he must
first accept the condition of being torn asunder. A dis-
sociation is not healed by repression, but by a more complete
Bearing apart. All the healthy desire to be unified will resist
the disintegration, and therewith he will realize the possibility
of an inner integration which before he had always sought
outside himself. He finds as his reward unity within himself.
This is what happens very frequently about the midday
of life, and in this way the wonderful nature of man enforces
the transition from the first into the second half of life.
It is a metamorphosis from a condition in which man is only
a tool of instinctive nature, into another condition in which
he is no longer a tool, but himself; that is to say, it is a
transformation from nature to culture, from instinct to spirit.
One should avoid the interruption of this necessary develop-
ment by acts of moral violence; for the attempt to create
a spiritual attitude by splitting off instincts and repressing
them is a falsification. Nothing is more disgusting than
a secretly sexualized spirituality; it is just as unclean as
an over-prized sensuality. But the way is long, and the
great majority remains caught fast in the transitional stages.
If one could leave in the unconscious this whole psychological
development which marriage involves, as is the case among
primitives, these transformations could be more completely
achieved and without too great friction. One meets among so-
. called ' primitives' spiritual personalities for whom one feds
the respect we instinctively accord to the fully matured pro-

